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ABSTRACT

A sea of hot mud has been gushing from the ground in Sidoarjo, East Java, Indonesia since May 29th 2006
that caused economic, social, health and environmental impacts. Determining vulnerable area of hot mud
volcano is important to provide information on the extent of the area affected by the hazard. The objective of
this research is to assess mud volcano vulnerability within settlement area in Sidoarjo by using multi criteria
evaluation method. Fuzzy Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) is used to handle imprecision and subjective-
ness involved in expert knowledge. Having established Fuzzy AHP to obtain criterion performance, the spatial
analysis was done by applying this performance to criterion layer to create vulnerability area. Performing
assessment at confidence level of experts (at values 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8) and at expert attitude about their
judgment (at values 0, 0.5 and 1) showed the highest sensitivity could be observed at confidence 0.4 and
attitude 0. Then, the comparison of vulnerability map resulted from applying Fuzzy AHP method at 100%
confidence level with impacted area prepared by BPLS showed that these two maps have different class of
vulnerability. The result of multi criteria analysis showed that settlement areas located in impacted area were
mostly categorized as high and moderate vulnerable class, while impacted area is categorized as high hazardous
area. However, the surface area of the merged class of high and moderate from vulnerability analysis covered
area was almost same with impacted area prepared by BPLS.
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Introduction

A mud volcano is a small volcano-shaped cone of mud and clay, usually less than 1-2 m tall (USGS,
2000). The term “mud volcano system” is used to describe the set of structures associated with a constructional
edifice (mud volcano) and feeder complex that connects the volcano to its source strati graphic unit (Stewart,
2006). Mud volcanoes are not common and associated with petroleum deposits (USGS, 2000). Mud volcanoes
can particularly occur in compression tectonic belts (e.g., Azerbaijan, Indonesia), within deltas (e.g.,
Mississippi), and submarine slopes undergoing gravitationally driven detachment (e.g., Niger delta) (Davies,
2007).

Since May 29th 2006, a sea of hot mud has been gushing from the ground in Sidoarjo, East Java,
Indonesia. All efforts to stop the flow have failed and this hot mud continued spurting on densely populated
area, therefore thousands of people have been forced to move from their homes (Awad, Adnan, 2006). Some
sources have warned that the mudflow could go on for many more months, or even years, and most think that
the flow is could not be stopped (Pohl, Christine, 2007).

Identifying vulnerable area of hot mud volcano is important for the government of Sidoarjo to provide
information about the area that is dangerous and critical to relocate people in this area to a safer place.
Besides, this activity also presents information on area which is still effective and potential for further
development planning to reduce the impact of these hazards.

Vulnerability assessment requires consideration of a comprehensive set of factors and balancing of multiple
objectives in determining the dangerous level of particular area from a defined hazard source. Geographical
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information systems (GIS) have been a powerful supporting tool for spatial planning during the last decades,
and a lot of advanced methods and techniques have been developed (Rashed, 2003; Haki, 2004). However,
when handling multiple conflicting criteria, GIS has limited use and another approach is needed (Hansen,
Henning Sten, 2004). Multi-criteria evaluations techniques can provide tools for analysing the complex trade-
offs between choice alternatives with different environmental and socio-economic impacts (Jeganathan, 2003;
Malczewski, Jacek, 1999).

The study about hazard assessment and vulnerable analysis has been performed by some researchers.
Yalcin, et al (Yalcin, Guler, 2002) integrated GIS and Multi-criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) to generate
a  composite  map  for  decision  makers  by  using  some effective  factors  causing  flood. Rashed and
Weeks (2006) present a methodology to assess urban vulnerability to earthquakes into a GIS framework that
combines elements from the techniques of spatial multi-criteria analysis and fuzzy logic.

Numerous identification and analysis about impacts of the mud flow in Sidoarjo was conducted. Awad
(2006) gave a qualitative analysis of the types of risk associated with the discharge of the mud to the sea, and
the marine resources under threat. Pohl (2007) presented some identification and analysis about the efforts to
stop the mud flows, some impacts caused by the continuing unstopped mudflow, cost and compensation
payment for victims and demands to the responsible companies and the Indonesian government. UN (2006)
(United Nations Disaster Assessment and Coordination (UN), 2006) provided technical assistance to the
environmental authorities with the identification of environmental impacts of the mud, and based on the
outcomes, provide recommendations for mitigation. The other survey and research base on geological
characteristic also conducted by centre of environmental geology department (Center of Environmental Geology,
2007) (Yalcin, Guler, 2002).

Vulnerability analysis for mud volcano hazard in Sidoarjo involves incorporation of expert knowledge at
various levels of decision-making.  Expert cannot be sure and certain all the time, uncertainty and imprecision
involved in expert knowledge can be well addressed using fuzzy analysis. This research is aimed to assess mud
volcano vulnerable area using performance value is obtained from multi-criteria evaluation. In this research
Fuzzy AHP (Analytical Hierarchy Process) was used to asses the uncertainty that involved with expert
knowledge.

Study Area:

The study area, defined by The National Sidoarjo Mudflow Mitigation Team (Badan Penanggulangan
Lumpur Lapindo or BPLS) (2007) is located in Sidoarjo Regency, Province of East Java and covering three
districts i.e. Porong, Jabon and Tanggulangin. The location is shown in Fig. 1. Sidoarjo is located about 20
km South of Surabaya (the capital of East Java Province). The boundary of the study area lies between the
latitude of 7o30’35” - 7o32’47” S and longitude 112o41’59” - 112o44’00” E (President Regulation No. 14/2007).
Porong River flows through the Southern part of the study area where mud is emptied into the Java Sea.

Based on Geology Technique Map (Malang Sheet), the sand of the area surrounding mud flood centre
point belongs to alluvium (Center of Environmental Geology, 2007). This alluvium is in the form of river
sediment that consists of sandy silt which is dominantly spreading on top layer followed by sand and sandy
clay. Generally, the strength level of soil and rock for this formation is very low (Center of Environmental
Geology, 2007).

The geologic map of Porong – Banjarpanji shows a well-defined surface structure called Watukosek fault
zone (Indonesian Association of Geologist (IAGI), 2007). Watukosek fault is parallel and very close to the hot
mudflow centre point near the Banjarpanji-1 well. Similar patterns and directions from the fracture and
mudflow centre can be interpreted as the mudflow is related to the fracture zone (Indonesian Association of
Geologist (IAGI), 2007).

Data and Method:

Data:

Data collected consists of secondary data including spatial data and non spatial data derived from
supporting literatures, field survey of previous researches and related maps of the region. To obtain the expert
judgment regarding the scoring of the criteria, structured questionnaire and interview were used.

The spatial data of study area used for supporting the research include land use type, Indonesian
Topography and evaluation criteria maps. Topography map with the scale of 1:25000 is acquired from
Indonesian National Survey and Mapping Agency. The field survey data is  conducted  by BPLS, IAGI, and
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Fig. 1: The study areas in Sidoarjo, East Java.

Centre of Environmental Geology Bandung at the duration between June 2007 and March 2008. This survey
data is used to create criteria maps, besides the other hazard criteria maps are obtained from BPLS and Centre
of Environmental Geology Bandung. Thematic map and hazard criteria map layers will be used and processed
in the spatial analysis.

Framework of Vulnerability Analysis:

The decision analysis of vulnerability for mud volcano adopts elements from the techniques of multi-
criteria evaluation (Malczewski, Jacek, 1999) with required modifications. Proposed procedure was conducted
in this research is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: General flow of the research process.

Firstly, the set of evaluation criteria is specified on the basis of the analysis type. The criteria selected
reflect all concerns relevant to the decision problem and contribute toward achieving the objectives. The
relationship between the criteria and attributes has hierarchical structure in MCDA (Malczewski, Jacek, 1999).
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This hierarchy distinguishes the criteria at the highest level and decomposes the attributes at the lower levels.
Then, the data is collected accordingly the need analysis to support evaluation criteria. The data collected
include spatial data and non spatial data. To obtain the expert judgment regarding the scoring of the criteria,
structured questionnaire and interview was used. The next step is performing multi criteria evaluation. The
input of fuzzy AHP is crisp Pairwise Comparison Matrix (PCM). After that, performing GIS Analysis that
include the process of generating vulnerability map, conducting sensitivity analysis and comparing vulnerability
map with impacted area handled by BPLS. The last step is conducting recommendation base on the analysis.

Fuzzy AHP Approach in Vulnerability Analysis:

The steps of Fuzzy AHP for vulnerability analysis are shown in Fig. 3. The crisp PCM is fuzzified using
the triangular fuzzy number f = (l, m, u). The l (lower bound) and u (upper bound) represents the vague range
that might exist in the preferences expressed by the decision maker or experts. Fuzzy extent analysis then
applied to calculate performance ratings and criteria weights for the Fuzzy PCM.  Performance ratings are then
multiplied by criteria weights according to hierarchy. The result is range of values over which any value can
be considered as performance value.  Decision maker is then asked to say about his/her confidence regarding
their judgment.  The confidence level will be taken as α-cut value, which will have value range 0 – 1.  Next,
decision maker attitude plays a role in deciding the performance value.  Since until this point, it still exist
certain range of possible values for performance.  Decision makers attitude of pessimistic, optimistic or middle
will determine which value that will be choose, either may be the lowest value, highest value or middle value
respectively. Decision maker attitude of pessimistic is expressed as Optimism Index (λ) which value is between
0 - 1. Using the optimism index, the fuzzy range is once again converted into a crisp range.

Fg. 3: Fuzzy AHP steps for vulnerability Analysis.

Sensitivity Analysis:

The most important element to consider in sensitivity analysis is criterion weight (Malczewski, Jacek,
1999). This is because criterion weights are the essence of value judgments and are subjective numbers about
which decision maker disagree. A sensitivity analysis involving weights consist of investigating the sensitivity
of the alternatives to small change in the value of attribute weights. The Fuzzy-AHP provides the sensitivity
analysis that can be performed by changing the values of the alpha (α) and lambda (λ).  These values are the
measures for addressing the vagueness in the decision making process by expert.  The changes in alpha (α)
and lambda (λ) values will show the sensitivity of the process.
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Results and discussion

Evaluation Criteria:

The hierarchical structure of the criteria for this research is shown in Fig. 4. The evaluation set considered
for mud volcano vulnerability were obtained from studies of some previous research about mud hazard in
Sidoarjo, interview and discussion with some experts. The criteria consist of subsidence, bubble gasses, flooded
area and water quality. The gases consist of Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S), CH4 (Methane) and Carbon Dioxide
(CO2). The alternative for this research is in the context of vulnerability class. The vulnerable class is divided
into four groups which are Z1 (High hazardous zone), Z2 (Moderate hazardous zone), Z3 (Low hazardous
zone) and Z4 (Not Impacted Zone).

Fig. 4: Hierarchical structure of the criteria.

Fuzzy AHP Approach in Vulnerability Analysis:

The input of vulnerability assessment using Fuzzy AHP approach is the crisp PCM obtained from expert
judgment. The preference of expert is performed for criteria weighting and vulnerability rating over each
criterion. 

Table 1 shows the rate of relative preference over two criteria of mud volcano. The Expert present highest
preference for mud flooded and water quality, followed by bubble and subsidence at last.

Table 1: Crisp PCM for criteria weighting.
Criteria Subsidence Bubble Gas Mud Flooded Water Quality
Subsidence 1 1/2 1/3 1/3
Bubble Gas 2 1 1/2 ½
Mud Flooded 3 2 1 2
Water Quality 3 2 1/2 1

PCM from AHP is fuzzified to get the Fuzzy PCM by using triangular membership which has three values
(Lower, Middle, and Upper). The Fuzzy PCM for each vulnerability class is the input for fuzzy extent analysis
to result fuzzy decision of performance matrix and fuzzy weight. Table 2 and Table 3 show fuzzy weight of
criteria and fuzzy performance of subsidence criterion respectively.

Table 2: Fuzzy weight of criteria.
Criteria Fuzzy Weight

------------------------------------------------------------------
Lower Middle Upper

Subsidence 0.046 0.105 0.351
Bubble 0.069 0.194 0.614
Flooded Area 0.111 0.387 1.228
Water Quality 0.090 0.315 0.965
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By applying the fuzzy extent analysis, subsidence criterion has fuzzy weight (0.046, 0.105, 0.351), bubble
gas criterion has fuzzy weight (0.069, 0.194, 0.614), flooded area criterion has fuzzy weight (0.111, 0.387,
1.228) and water quality criterion has fuzzy weight (0.090, 0.315, 0.965). Meanwhile, high hazardous zone (Z1)
in subsidence criterion has fuzzy performance (0.275, 0.566, 1.137), moderate hazardous zone (Z2) has fuzzy
performance (0.109, 0.276, 0.614), low hazardous zone (Z3) has fuzzy performance (0.049, 0.104, 0.284) and
not impacted zone (Z4) has fuzzy performance (0.032, 0.054, 0.114).

Table 3: Fuzzy performance of subsidence criterion.
Subsidence Fuzzy Performance

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Lower Middle Upper

Z1 0.275 0.566 1.137
Z2 0.109 0.276 0.614
Z3 0.049 0.104 0.284
Z4 0.032 0.054 0.114

The fuzzy performances for criteria are multiplied with the fuzzy weight over the hierarchy up to the first
level to obtain fuzzy weighted performance for each criterion. Table 4 shows fuzzy weighted performance of
subsidence criterion.

Table 4: Fuzzy weighted performance of subsidence criterion.
Subsidence Fuzzy Weighted Performance

-------------------------------------------------------------------
Lower Middle Upper

Z1 0.013 0.059 0.399
Z2 0.005 0.029 0.215
Z3 0.002 0.011 0.100
Z4 0.001 0.006 0.040

Alpha-cut is applied to enable the decision maker or expert confidence about the preference or judgment
that has been made.  Applying the a-cut lower than 1 will result the interval performances over the fuzzy
weighted performance above.  Considering that subsidence can be measured with moderate alpha of 0.6 which
will yield performance with the range value.

Table 5: Alpha cut analysis for subsidence criterion.
Subsidence Alpha Cut (60%)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Left_alpha Right_alpha

Z1 0.041 0.195
Z2 0.019 0.104
Z3 0.007 0.046
Z4 0.004 0.019

Considering 60% confidence level of expert about their preference, Z1 in subsidence criterion has interval
performance between 0.041 and 0.195, Z2 has interval performance between 0.019 and 0.104, Z3 has interval
performance between 0.007 and 0.046, and Z4 has interval performance between 0.004 and 0.019.

Any value of alpha that less than 1 result in the interval performances and need further evaluation to get
the crisp performance by convert the left-alpha and right-alpha value using lambda function. Expert/decision
maker with optimistic attitude take the maximum value of the range, the moderate take the medium value and
the pessimistic take minimum value of the range. The crisp performance value at different lambda value of
subsidence criterion is displayed in  Table 6. 

Table 6: Crisp performance value of subsidence criterion at three different lambda values.
Subsidence Lambda Value

----------------------------------------------------------------
0 0.5 1

Z1 0.041 0.118 0.195
Z2 0.019 0.061 0.104
Z3 0.007 0.027 0.046
Z4 0.004 0.012 0.019

Vulnerability Map:
The crisp performance values of each criterion acquired from fuzzy AHP analysis are used to generate

vulnerability map by implementing spatial analysis. The vulnerability map then is overlaid with settlement area
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to acquire the settlement area that vulnerable to mud volcano hazard. Fig. 5 shows the vulnerability classes
map for settlement area resulted from the process above (at alpha 0.6 and lambda 0). The vulnerability of area
is analyzed using Fuzzy AHP with alpha 0.6 indicating the 60% confidence in the expert knowledge about
deciding upon the vulnerability parameters and over deciding upon their importance. By implementing attitude
at minimum range value (pessimism attitude), the low hazardous zone cover 50% of the total settlement area,
25% of area under moderate hazardous, 14% area categories as not impacted zone and  11% area recognized
as high hazardous.

Fig. 5: The vulnerability map at alpha 0.6 and lambda 0.

Sensitivity Analysis:

Sensitivity analysis is used to enlighten the effect of uncertainty in expert knowledge. This research used
three different alpha values 0, 0.6 and 0.8 and three different lambda values 0, 0.5 and 1 to measure the
sensitivity analysis on the basis of expert confidence about their judgment. 

At the lowest attitude (lambda 0) shows the highest sensitivity of vulnerability class for alpha 0.4. The
class Z2, Z3 and Z4 are no more sensitive for λ $ 0.5. The expert knowledge is most sensitive in class Z1.
The application of 60% expert confidence can shorter the interval of performance. Classes Z3 and Z4 are no
more sensitive to λ # 0.5. Class Z2 is no more sensitive to λ $ 0.5. Class Z1 is sensitive at the lowest
attitude, but no more sensitive to λ $ 0.5. Table 7, 

Table 8 shows the vulnerable area under different alpha value 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 respectively.
At the lowest attitude (lambda 0) shows the highest sensitivity of vulnerability class for alpha 0.4. The

class Z2, Z3 and Z4 are no more sensitive for λ $ 0.5 (Table 7). The expert knowledge is most sensitive in
class Z1.

The application of 60% expert confidence can shorter the interval of performance. Classes Z3 and Z4 are
no more sensitive to λ # 0.5. Class Z2 is no more sensitive to λ $ 0.5 (Table 8). Class Z1 is sensitive at the
lowest attitude, but no more sensitive to λ $ 0.5. 

The application of 80% expert confidence shows that class Z3 and Z4 are not sensitive for all interval
value. The class Z2 is no more sensitive to λ $ 0.5. The sensitivity of class Z1 also decreases for this alpha.

These three mentioned above scenarios illustrate that the alpha cut shows the interval performance
according to the vagueness of expert confidence, while the lambda can be used to measure the vagueness of
expert knowledge at specific attitude value between these intervals. Performing three scenarios show that the
highest sensitivity can be observed at alpha 0.4 and lambda 0. The class Z3 and Z4 are no more sensitive at
optimum alpha value, while class Z2 is not more sensitive for λ $ 0.5 at all alpha value. The choice of alpha
0.6 and 0.8 at λ # 0.5) illustrate the vulnerability area that is nearly same, especially for lambda 0.
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Table 7: Vulnerability area under different classes and lambda (at alpha 0.4).
Lambda 0 Lambda 0.5 Lambda 1
--------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------
Class Area (m2) % Area Class Area (m2) % Area Class Area (m2) % Area
Z3 2043708.869 51.4 Z3 1470779.085 37.0 Z3 1536283.470 38.6
Z1 1473395.692 37.0 Z2 1437688.215 36.1 Z2 1450275.363 36.5
Z2 326933.398 8.2 Z4 1069449.409 26.9 Z4 991256.739 24.9
Z4 133437.632 3.4

Table 8: Vulnerability area under different classes and lambda (at alpha 0.6).
Lambda 0  Lambda 0.5  Lambda 1
------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------
Class Area (m2) % Area Class Area (m2) % Area Class Area (m2) % Area
Z3 1974506.366 49.6 Z3 1997533.071 50.2 Z3 1579999.098 39.7
Z2 994770.507 25.0 Z2 1424091.291 35.8 Z2 1450275.363 36.5
Z4 574475.641 14.4 Z4 541580.564 13.6 Z4 947390.068 23.8
Z1 434013.128 10.9 Z1 14560.717 0.4

 
Table 9: Vulnerability area under different classes and lambda (at alpha 0.8).
Lambda 0  Lambda 0.5  Lambda 1
------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------
Class Area (m2) % Area Class Area (m2) % Area Class Area (m2) % Area
Z3 1988286.333 50.0 Z3 1990431.245 50.0 Z3 1997533.071 50.2
Z2 995466.472 25.0 Z2 1301317.921 32.7 Z2 1424091.291 35.8
Z4 559999.709 14.1 Z4 542883.390 13.6 Z4 541580.564 13.6
Z1 434013.128 10.9 Z1 143133.087 3.6 Z1 14560.717 0.4

Comparative Evaluation:

This research compares vulnerability map resulted from applying Fuzzy AHP method at 100% confidence
level with existing impacted area which is prepared by BPLS. The overlay of these two maps is displayed in
Fig. 6.

Fig. 6: The overlay of vulnerability map (at alpha 1) with impacted area prepared by BPLS.

The result of multi criteria analysis shows that settlement area located in impacted area is mostly
categorized as high and moderate vulnerable class. It fairly diverges if compared with impacted area prepared
by BPLS. As mentioned before, impacted area located outside the mud pond is categorized as high hazardous
area considering that area ever submerged by mud overflow and causing heavily financial lost in settlement
and paddy field areas. Meanwhile, the evaluation has been used in this analysis considering multi criteria that
is scored according to expert preference.
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The criteria are used for evaluation significantly influence the result of analysis. As a consequence of the
high preference of experts on the mud flooded criterion, then most of the vulnerable area categorized as high
and moderate hazardous classes (Fig. 6) are located on high flooded area. Thus, the generated area based on
classification of criterion map play an important role in this multi-criteria analysis.

The analysis and classification of impacted area for future decision making are needed regarding the
dynamic change of impact of this hazard over time. Specifically for the settlement area, this hazard becomes
serious because it occurs close to the highly developed and densely populated suburban or urban area. The
criteria must be used for analysis are adjusted to the dynamic change of impact. At the beginning of the
hazard, mud flooded area is the most important factor to be analyzed. Recently, other occurring factor such
as bubbles that contain various hazardous gasses should be considered to be analyzed beside mud flooded area
(BPLS, 2007).

The method used for this research offers the multi criteria analysis that handles the vagueness of expert
judgment. Although the map resulted from applying multi criteria analysis does not have similar class with
impacted area, but vulnerability class (especially for class high hazardous and moderate hazardous) resulted
from this research not only give classification of vulnerability but also offer analysis for area outside the
existing impacted area that is vulnerable to mud volcano hazard. This vulnerability classification for impacted
area is useful for decision maker about to consider which area should be given high priority to be managed.
Furthermore, overlaying the vulnerability map with settlement area in this research provides information about
settlement areas that are vulnerable enough from mud volcano hazard. Fuzzy AHP approach is used to assess
the vagueness of expert confidence level while comparing the criteria.

Conclusions:

In the present paper, the spatial multi-criteria analysis method has been developed with the goal to assess
vulnerability of settlement area from mud volcano hazard. According to literature study of some previous
researches, interviews and discussions with some experts, the method considers 4 physical evaluation criteria
i.e. subsidence, bubble gas, mud flooded and water quality. Bubble gas consists of three indicators which are
methane gas, hydrogen sulfide gas and carbon dioxide gas. The expert judgment is used to decide the
preference of criteria on weight and rating presented as Pairwise Comparison Matrices.

The method assesses the vagueness of expert confidence that involved in multi-criteria decision making
by using Fuzzy AHP analysis. To simplify the complexity implementation of using fuzzy, alpha cut is applied
to represent interval performance of expert confidence about their judgment. The lambda function is applied
to fit the attitude of expert between these intervals to obtain crisp performance value of criterion. This research
performed sensitivity analysis at three alpha values 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 to assess the effect of expert confidence
to vulnerability area. While measuring the vagueness, lambda values 0, 0.5 and 1 are used to fit the attitude
of expert at minimum, medium and maximum value of interval performance.

The method has been applied to generate mud volcano vulnerability for settlement area in Sidoarjo by
using performance resulted from applying Fuzzy AHP and implementing spatial analysis. Based on vulnerability
analysis under 100% confidence of expert on deciding upon their importance, it was found that the high
hazardous area (Z1) covers about 10.9% of the total settlement area, while 25% were considered as moderate
hazardous area (Z2), 49.6% as low hazardous area (Z3) and 14.4% as not impacted area (Z4). The future using
of this method needs the adjustment of the criteria that is appropriated with the analysis.

Compared to impacted area prepared by BPLS, the map resulted from multi-criteria analysis at 100%
confidence level of expert has different classes of vulnerability. However, the surface area of the merged class
Z1 and Z2 from vulnerability analysis covered area was almost same with impacted area prepared by BPLS.
Therefore, this vulnerability area can be used to provide the government with information in making decision
about the area to be included in impacted areas in order to be grouped as high priority.
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